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Hot Toronto Clip: ‘The Face Of Love’ 
 

By PETE HAMMOND | Friday September 6, 2013 @ 6:11am PDT 

Tags: Annette Bening, Ed Harris, IFC Films, The Face Of Love, Toronto Film Festival 

 

 

EXCLUSIVE: In what promises to be a moving, adult romance (remember those?) Annette Bening stars as a widow who learns to 

love again with an art teacher played by Ed Harris who is a near-double for the husband she lost. What happens leads to surprising 

consequences and unexpected turns. Bening and Harris are said to both turn in terrific performances and IFC is hoping buzz will build 

out of Canada as they finalize release plans for The Face Of Love, a Toronto International Film Festival World Premiere. Here’s your 

first look at the film which debuts here on Tuesday. 

 

 

 

 

 

Watch this video on YouTube. 
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The Face of Love: Toronto Review 
 
4:43 PM PDT 9/12/2013 by John DeFore 

 
The Bottom Line 
Grown-up romance and disturbing psychology make a satisfying match. 
 
 
 
 
 

Venue: 
Toronto International Film 
Festival, Special Presentation 
(IFC Films) 

 
Cast: 
Annette Bening, Ed Harris, 
Robin Williams, Amy 
Brenneman, Jess Weixler 

 
Director: 
Arie Posin 

 

Annette Bening plays a widow who stumbles across a dead ringer for her late husband, Ed 
Harris. 

TORONTO — Depicting an episode of grief-fueled insanity that might tempt anyone in the same 
situation, Arie Posin's The Face of Love offers a widow who, upon meeting her husband's doppelganger five 
years after his death, can't help but pretend he's the man she's loved her whole 
life. Annette Bening captivates as the self-delusionist, with Ed Harris ruggedly irresistible as the object of her 
fantasy. Offering a thread of romance that's sexy despite the unsettling psychology underlying it, the picture 
holds strong appeal for older auds that is greatly enhanced by a top-shelf cast. 

Bening plays Nikki, whose blissful three-decade marriage to Garrett ended when he went nightswimming 
during a romantic Mexico vacation and washed up dead the next morning. Though she went on with life, 
finding professional contentment as a stager for high-end real estate, it was an amputated existence: She lost 
interest in the hobbies and haunts they shared, and beginning to date again never made sense. 

Inspired one day to visit their beloved LACMA for the first time since he died, she glimpses a stranger who 
looks exactly like her husband. (Harris plays both men.) Though she scoffs when neighbor Roger 
(Robin Williams) asks later if she approached him, Nikki grows compelled by the notion: Needing to see her 
love in the flesh again, she stalks the museum for months and, when he finally turns up, tracks him to the 
college where he teaches art. 

Few of us, one supposes, would fail to be tempted by such an apparition. It's when Nikki makes contact that 
her behavior turns unsettling. Flustered when she first visits his classroom and must converse with this man, 
Tom, she just says "I haven't thought this through" and leaves before he can stop her. Recovering her 
composure, she returns and convinces Tom to give her painting lessons in the crisp modern home her 
architect husband designed. 

They connect, and begin dating in a state of goofy happiness usually reserved for first love. Tom, who has 
never been looked at with such intensity in his life, is overpowered, but even as he's opening up to her, Nikki 
can't bring herself to tell him the source of her attraction. She won't even say that her husband has died, 
instead allowing Tom to assume he left her, as his own wife did him. 

Bening is convincing as, bit by bit, the character seems to be denying the death to herself as well. She uses 
the pronoun "we" inappropriately when recalling pleasures shared with her husband; she takes Tom to a 
favorite restaurant and explains nothing when the staff mistakes him for the dead man; she calls Tom "Garrett." 



Yet part of Nikki -- the part that avoids letting Tom meet Roger, that selfishly keeps her daughter 
(Jess Weixler) at bay when she needs to come home -- recognizes the delusion. Though the film's conceit 
brings to mind plenty of Vertigo-like tales of confused-identity romance, its peculiar psychological flavor (not to 
mention the nature of Garrett's death) recalls Francois Ozon's 2000 Under the Sand, in which 
Charlotte Rampling (almost exactly Bening's age in 2000) responds to loss in a similar way. 

Harris makes Tom a poignant figure, a man who apparently behaved badly with women in his youth but here 
offers Nikki a degree of understanding and emotional generosity few young men (and fewer still who possess 
Harris' magnetism) would be capable of. As circumstances push the fledgling relationship toward a crisis, it's 
Tom's heart we worry about most. 

Posin and co-screenwriter Matthew McDuffie find a wholly credible resolution to this love story, but they can't 
resist a coda that is pat enough (especially in its final shot) to be described as tacky. It's an end as emotionally 
tidy as the premise is thorny. 

Production Company: Mockingbird Pictures 
Cast: Annette Bening, Ed Harris, Robin Williams, Amy Brenneman, Jess Weixler 
Director: Arie Posin 
Screenwriters: Matthew McDuffie, Arie Posin 
Producers: Bonnie Curtis, Julie Lynn 
Executive producers: Benjamin Castellano-Wood, Theresa Castellano-Wood, Paige Dunham, Maxine P. Lynn, 
Ruth Mutch, Amy Lynn Quinn, Les Ware, Amy Ware 
Director of photography: Antonio Riestra 
Production designer: Jeannine Claudia Oppewall 
Music: Marcelo Zarvos 
Costume designer: Judianna Makovsky    
Editor: Matt Maddox 
No rating, 92 minutes 

  



 
 

Toronto Film Review: ‘The Face of Love 
 

 
SEPTEMBER 17, 2013 | 07:52PM PT 

 
Annette Bening and Ed Harris bring potent conviction to this maudlin but strangely 
compelling psychological love story. 
 
Justin Chang 
Senior Film Critic@JustinCChang 

 

Dancing delicately around a morbid secret that threatens their characters’ relationship yet also 
sets it in motion, Annette Bening and Ed Harris bring a potent sense of conviction to director Arie 
Posin’s maudlin but strangely compelling psychological love story, “The Face of Love.” The sort 
of achingly sincere romantic drama that would have fit snugly alongside the classic women’s 
pictures of the 1930s and ’40s, this tale of a still-grieving widow (Bening) hypnotized by a dead 
ringer for her late husband verges on ludicrous, but ultimately succeeds at conveying one 
person’s complicated yet emotionally rational response to a highly irrational situation. A name 
cast should make this IFC pickup an attractive proposition for older audiences in specialty release 
and VOD play. 
 
The script (by Posin and Matthew McDuffie) is initially cluttered by an excess of flashbacks recalling the 
perfect marriage of Los Angeles couple Nikki (Bening) and Garrett (Harris), whose happy union of 30 
years ended tragically when Garrett drowned while the two were on vacation. Five years later, Nikki still 
hasn’t fully recovered from her loss or brought herself to begin dating again; she drifts through life with a 
pleasant demeanor but a despondent spirit, staving off loneliness through her close relationship with her 
daughter, Summer (Jess Weixler). 
 
Nikki already has a habit of seeing her husband wherever she looks, but for once her eyes aren’t playing 
tricks on her when she heads on a whim to the Los Angeles County Museum of Art and finds herself face-
to-face with Garrett’s double (Harris again). Too shocked to say anything, but unavoidably fascinated by 

http://variety.com/author/justin-chang/
http://twitter.com/@JustinCChang


the sight of someone who so perfectly resembles her tall, handsome husband, she keeps returning to the 
museum in the days that follow and, eventually sighting him again, follows him to the college where he 
teaches a painting class. 
 
Posin remains sympathetically attuned to his heroine’s every move as she asks the man, Tom, if she can 
enroll in his class, only to break down weeping before making a hasty exit. Bening registers each 
tremulous shift of emotion as Nikki moves from disbelief to determination to sudden embarrassment at the 
absurdity of her actions. But the director proves just as intent in his scrutiny of Tom, who finds himself 
immediately drawn to and moved by this lovely, fragile woman. 
 
Tom begins giving Nikki private painting lessons at home, but it doesn’t take long for them to progress 
beyond a student-teacher relationship, nursing their growing attraction over wine and art in their 
beautifully appointed L.A. houses (the work of production designer Jeannine Oppewall). But beyond the 
conventional satisfactions of watching two lonely, attractive, middle-aged souls fall in love, the story 
maintains a steady undercurrent of dramatic interest as Nikki, in hiding the fact of Tom’s resemblance to 
Garrett, can’t help but deceive him and possibly herself. 
 
Always hinting at something deeper beneath the fairly prosaic dialogue, Bening’s complex performance 
conveys not only Nikki’s almost physical hunger and need for Tom, but also the nuances of a character 
who seems at once aware of and quietly oblivious to what she’s doing. Nikki tells Tom that her husband 
left her several years ago but is still alive, a lie that feels strangely right, since he has in one sense 
returned to her in the flesh. And yet, she’s calculating enough to hide Tom from those who knew her 
husband, and who would immediately recognize the perversity of the situation — not only Summer, but 
also Nikki’s neighbor Roger (Robin Williams), who has long carried a torch for her. 
 
It all builds inevitably to Nikki’s reckoning with the consequences of her feelings and actions, and Posin, 
working in a very different register from that of his 2005 satire “The Chumscrubber,” treats her 
compassionately while dealing honestly with the fallout. Harris makes the ruggedly good-looking artist an 
almost ludicrous romantic ideal, and the fact that Tom never evinces too much personality of his own 
makes him a conveniently blank canvas onto which Nikki can project her husband’s image; still, the actor 
is enormously appealing as a man who responds with nothing but patience, selflessness and emotional 
availability to the beautiful enigma that’s wandered into his life. 
 
Made with enough sensitivity to beg a certain guilty-pleasure indulgence and tolerance for its inert 
stretches, “The Face of Love” tips its hat at several points to the ultimate movie about back-from-the-dead 
romantic obsession, “Vertigo.” (A poster for the film is seen hanging in a character’s home, and the early 
shots of Nikki quietly stalking Tom through a museum gallery are nothing if not referential.) That the 
central characters are all in creative professions — Garrett was an architect, and Nikki works in real-
estate staging — seems less a thematically relevant point than a means of ensuring that this gently 
airbrushed romantic fantasy unfolds in the most elegant, tastefully furnished context imaginable. 
 
Striking a few off-notes are an ending that wraps things up in too trite a fashion, and Williams, giving off 
distracting vibes in a mildly tragicomic third-wheel role. A very fine Weixler makes Nikki’s daughter at once 
annoying and understandable in her neediness, and Amy Brenneman is a welcome presence as Tom’s 
own amiable ex-wife. Use of real L.A. locations, including LACMA and Occidental College, enhance the 
film’s impeccable craftsmanship. 
 

Toronto Film Review: 'The Face of Love' 
Reviewed at Toronto Film Festival (Special Presentations), Sept. 10, 2013. Running time: 92 MIN. 
Production 
An IFC Films release of a Mockingbird Pictures presentation in association with Trinity Diversified Film Fund and Charles Solomon Jr. Produced by Bonnie Curtis, Julie Lynn. 

Crew 
Directed by Arie Posin. Screenplay, Posin, Matthew McDuffie. Camera (color, Arri Alexa digital), Antonio Riestra; editors, Matt Maddox, Posin; music supervisor, Laura Katz; production designer, Jeannine 
Oppewall; art director, Lisa Clark; set decorator, Meg Everist; costume designer, Judianna Makovsky; sound, Robert Anderson; supervising sound editors/re-recording mixers, J.M. Davey, Zach Seivers; 
special effects coordinator, David Waine; special effects supervisor, Josh Hakian; visual effects supervisors, David Lebensfeld, Grant Miller; visual effects, Ingenuity; assistant director, Michele Panelli-
Venetis; casting, Heidi Levitt, Monika Mikkelsen. 

With 
Annette Bening, Ed Harris, Robin Williams, Jess Weixler, Amy Brenneman 



 
 

The Face of Love 
Directed by Arie Posin 
USA/92 MINUTES/SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS 

 

 

 

The Face of Love follows Annette Bening's Nikki as she loses her husband (Ed Harris' 
Garrett) in a tragic waterbound mishap, with the movie picking up five years later and 
detailing Nikki's efforts at wooing a man who just happens to look exactly like her dead 
hubby (Harris' Tom). It's interesting to note that filmmaker Arie Posin initially manages to 
accomplish quite a bit without using much dialogue, with the movie's opening stretch 
immediately luring the viewer into the proceedings and effectively setting up the admittedly 
out-there premise. And although Nikki's decision not to tell Tom about his resemblance to 
Garrett is worrisome - ie it's impossible not to have visions of a silly fake break-up after 
Tom inevitably learns the truth -The Face of Love effectively sidesteps such concerns by 
focusing on the captivating, heartwarming romance that ensues between Bening and 
Harris' respective characters. The movie's engrossing atmosphere is undoubtedly 
heightened by Bening's impressively subtle performance, as the actress drops the over-
the-top schtick that's come to plague most of her work as of late and instead imbues her 
damaged character with an appropriately nuanced, low-key feel. To that end, The Face of 
Love ultimately proves itself to be a much more subdued film than its setup might've 
indicated - with, especially, the movie's resolution handled maturely and without any 
hackneyed histrionics. (The conclusion also, as a result, manages to pack a fairly 
pronounced emotional punch.) The end result is an uncommonly adult romance that hits 
more than it misses, with the movie certainly marking an impressive effort from director 
Posin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The Face of Love: Co-writer/director Arie Posin delivers an unconventional story about love and 

loss featuring a memorable performance by Annette Bening as a grieving widow who — five years 

after her husband’s death — encounters and embarks on a relationship with a man who is his veritable 

doppelganger. Ed Harris demonstrates both his trademark masculinity as well as a vulnerability that 

makes his artist character, Tom, appealing. The tension builds as we await the inevitable moment 

when Nikki and Tom’s world will come crashing down. B.D. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

REVIEW BY GLENN SUMI  

 

Two superb actors sell an outlandish story with complete commitment in this absorbing, affecting tale of grief and 

love.  

 

Five years after her husband drowns on a trip to Mexico, the middle-aged Nikki (Bening) meets Tom (Harris), an 

artist who looks freakishly like him. She doesn't mention the resemblance to Tom, who's mending his own broken 

heart, and hides him from her daughter and friends. But you know her romantic fantasy can't last forever. 

 

The script, co-written by director Posin, is layered and smarter than its soap opera potential, suggesting much about 

how we see what we want to see in people. And the actors are astonishing. Bening makes you feel every step of 

Nikki's impossible journey to reclaim the past, while Harris brings vulnerability and depth to Tom, who's got secrets 

of his own. 

 

A smart romance for grown-ups. 
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Why the ‘Face of Love’ Premiere Surprised Annette Bening 
By Barbara Chai 

 
TIFF/IFC Films 

Ed Harris (left) and Annette Bening in ‘The Face of Love’ 
 

At the world premiere of their film “The Face of Love” at the Toronto International Film 
Festival Thursday night, star Annette Bening and director Arie Posin were not only pleased with the 
audience reception – they were surprised. 
 
It’s meant to be a romantic drama about Nikki (Bening), a widow who, five years after the accidental death 
of her husband Garrett, unexpectedly runs into Tom, a man who looks like a carbon copy of Garrett. 
Knowing she is venturing into dangerous territory, Nikki forges a relationship with Tom but keeps the truth 
about her former husband a secret. 
 
It’s weighty material, and Bening gives a moving performance as a lonely woman yearning for the past. 
But the film screened to laughter at the premiere. 
 
“We kept looking at each other like, we made a comedy!” Bening said afterward, referring to her and 
Posin. There are quiet moments of humor in the film, particularly with supporting actor Robin Williams. 
 
The experience reminded her of her previous stage work. “You’re in a rehearsal room for so long and then 
you take the play out into the theater, and then it becomes their play.” – unexpected reactions and all. 
“That’s what it felt like tonight. It became their movie.” 
 
It’s debatable whether her character Nikki is doing the right thing – for herself or for Tom, who believes 
he’s being loved for who he is, not for whom he looks like. 
 
But for Bening, there was no debate. “I am the biggest advocate for my character, and everything else is 
secondary,” she said. “If a script is well written, then I don’t have to judge it. I just want to play it as 
truthfully as I can.” 
 
The script was co-written by Posin and Matthew McDuffie, and is based on an encounter Posin’s mother 
had. “She had seen a man in the street who was a perfect double of my father,” Posin said. “I was 
picturing her and him, and that situation in a very personal way.” 



When the script was complete, Posin needed very particular qualities for his two romantic leads. For Nikki, 
he wanted an actress who could communicate the experience of falling in love, and at the same time the 
confusion of falling into memory, and the madness of that situation. “To play all those things, though they 
are contradictory, requires an extraordinary actress,” he said. 
 
As for his male lead, who had to play both Garrett and Tom, Posin could only think of Harris. The parts 
required three qualities: A masculine, romantic lead; a man who could be vulnerable and play an artist; 
and a very “American” character who could play a university professor. 
 
“Ed has the market cornered on this kind of man who is strong but deeply vulnerable, sensitive and 
American,” Posin said. But due to a scheduling conflict for Harris, Posin almost didn’t get his leading man. 
 
The director wrote to Michael Bay, who was directing Harris on the conflicting project. He personally 
asked Bay, “artist to artist,” if he could shift his shooting schedule slightly earlier to free up Harris to do 
“The Face of Love.”  Bay agreed. 
 
To play Nikki, Bening had to inhabit a woman dealing with the loss of her husband, deep denial, and 
rediscovered love — all at once. It was a difficult and scary stretch of the imagination. 
 
“It’s very tricky because I don’t even want to imagine that in a way, in my own life. That would just be so 
upsetting,” she said, referring to her long-term marriage to actor Warren Beatty. “But that is part of what 
one does in order to serve the story and to serve the truth of the moment as best I can.” 
 
IFC Films’s “The Face of Love” also stars Robin Williams, Jess Weixler and Amy Brenneman. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

The Face of Love  

Movie Review 

Annette Bening and Ed Harris Star in Writer-Director Arie Posin's Emotionally Compelling 
Romantic Drama 

The allure and attraction of a forbidden romance is a timeless fable that people are often fascinated with, as they 

wish to believe that true love can conquer all. That stimulating process of organically discovering the emotions, 

truths and motivations behind the person you're instantly and temptingly drawn to can make people believe they can 

overcome any obstacle, and truly be together. That's certainly the case with the two grieving lead characters in the 

compelling new independent film, 'The Face of Love.' The romantic comedy, which was directed by Arie Posin, who 

co-wrote the script with Matthew McDuffie, effortlessly showcases the extreme lengths people go to in order to find a 

real connection again, even if they feel they can't be completely honest about their feelings and motives. 

' The Face of Love ' follows grieving widow Nikki ( Annette Bening ), who's still struggling with the death of her 

beloved husband of 30 years, Garrett ( Ed Harris ), five years after his passing. At the urging of her daughter, 

Summer (Jess Weixler), Nikki decides to enjoy her live again, and visits LACMA, the local art museum, a treasured 

place she used to enjoy frequenting with her late love. While there, she sees a stranger, Tom (Harris), who looks 

exactly like Garrett. She decides to track him down in order to get to know him better. 

After obsessively frequenting LACMA on a regular basis, Nikki finally spots the man again, and follows him to his 

job as an art professor at one of the local colleges. After building the courage to speak with him, she convinces Tom 

to give her private art lessons, even though Garrett was the one who had a true interest in art. Tom is immediately 

honest about the pain he dealt with while going through his divorce from his wife (Amy Brenneman) 10 years ago. 

But Nikki decides to keep the similarities between the two men, and the fact that Garret died, a secret from Tom. 

Nikki also keeps her new relationship hidden from her daughter and her neighbor, Roger ( Robin Williams ), who 

was friends with Garrett and is interested in pursuing a romantic relationship with her. While developing strong 

romantic feelings for Tom, Nikki finds a catharsis in moving on from her marriage, even though she's keeping 

secrets from all those who matter the most to her. 

Posin and McDuffie created a gripping, touching and relatable story in the lengths people are willing to take to 

overcome their pain and heartbreak in ' The Face of Love .' Nikki is innovatively presented as a grieving widow who's 

understandably trying to adjust to her new life without her cherished husband, who she spent most of her adult life 

with. While she seemingly appears to finally be moving on, she's drawn back into her anguish when she meets Tom 

and witnesses the startling similarities between Garrett and him. While Nikki should have divulged the striking 



resemblances between Garrett and Tom to her new love, it's understandable that she would want to hide that secret, 

as a way to preserve her fantasy of reuniting with her late husband. 

Bening and Harris were well cast together as the lead roles in the romantic drama, as they both captured the pain 

and tension their respective characters were trying to contend with throughout the character-driven film. The two 

former Academy Award-nominated actors both powerfully and emotionally presented their characters as still 

contending with the agony that came after the loss of their spouses, who fell on the comfort of being with each other 

to ease their pain. 

The BAFTA Award-winning actress, in particular, convincingly captured her character's quick descent back into her 

sorrow of finding love again after the end of her marriage. While she initially can separate Tom and Garrett's 

identities, Nikki tragically slides back into her mourning as she truly witnesses their uncanny and strong 

resemblances. Spending an increasing amount of time with Tom, and keeping secrets from everyone in her life, 

ultimately cultivates a harrowing breakdown in Nikki. Her emotional collapse leads her to ponder the important 

question of whether she can truly separate herself from her marriage, and be happy in creating her identity that's 

free from Tom. 

'The Face of Love' is a powerful, emotional exploration of how grief can powerfully influence people's motivations 

and actions, and the extreme lengths they'll go to in order to hold onto their pastrelationships and lives. Posin and 

McDuffie generated an enthralling, moving and relevant love story about two adults trying to find contentment and 

happiness again after the ending of their marriages, and the questioning of whether they can truly open themselves 

up and be completely honest in a romantic relationship again. Bening and Harris infused their characters with an 

emotional rawness and intensity that fervently shows their characters are still struggling with the distress that came 

after the loss of their spouses. Their relatable and captivating performances proved that no matter how long a person 

has to contend with their grief, they still need reassurance and comfort from others who truly care for them. 
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My Old Flame: Annette 
Bening and Ed Harris 
Link Up in ‘The Face 
of Love’ 

A sensitive depiction of love, lost and 
found, the second time around 

By Rex Reed 3/05 2:43pm Ed Harris and Annette Bening star in The 

Face of Love. 

Is love really lovelier, as the song goes, the second time around? In The Face of Love, an uneven but polished and 

emotionally compelling love story starring Annette Bening and Ed Harris, the question gets a challenging new slant. 

She’s a lonely, grief-stricken widow named Nikki whose husband of 30 perfect years (Mr. Harris) dies in a boating 

accident on a vacation in Mexico, leaving a once-vibrant woman fragile, despondent and unable to find much 

interest in life. Anyone who knows what real loss is will identify with what she’s going through, and Ms. Bening does 

a touching, masterful job of conveying real emotional pain. 

 

Five years later, while sauntering through the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, she sees a man who looks so 

much like her ex-husband, Garrett, that it takes her breath away. Intrigued, she follows his SUV, looks him up on the 

Internet, traces him to an art class he teaches and engages him for private painting lessons. A rapport blossoms 

and develops into a surrender of deep affection. The man (also played by Mr. Harris) is on the verge of breaking 

too—a divorced college professor named Tom whose wife left him for someone younger. What Nikki and Tom find 

together seems like a dream come true. But her big mistake is falling in love with a surrogate for a lost companion 

just to bring a missing presence back to life. The more he reciprocates, the more she recoils, asking her reflection in 

the mirror, “What are you doing?” Even as she succumbs to old passions revived, she never tells him the truth about 

her husband’s death, shows him a photo of Garrett or admits why she found him so instantly irresistible. But he 

doesn’t tell her about his bum ticker, either. Where is this going? How will it end? 

It sounds turgid, but it’s a fine example of how two great actors can lift questionable material beyond its limitations. 

The premise is unlikely, but every time it edges uncomfortably in the direction of soap opera, they rescue it, making 

you care. Sinewy, craggily alpha but vulnerable, balding but virile, Tom’s the exact double of the man Nikki thought 

she lost forever, yet she keeps his identity a secret from her own daughter (Jess Weixler) and friendly neighbor 

Roger (Robin Williams), who has always secretly loved her himself. Knowing nothing about any of this, Tom finds 

her funny, wise and interesting; she’s the mate he has been looking for in vain. Yet they are strangers. Just how little 

they really know about each other floats to the surface when Nikki takes Tom back to Mexico, hoping to relive the 

past, and in the happy resort where Garrett died, he accidentally finds a photo of the couple for the first time. The 

effect it has on their relationship is shattering. 

http://observer.com/author/rex-reed/


For the most part, The Face of Love is sensitively directed by Arie Posin and co-written with sincerity by Mr. Posin 

and Matthew McDuffie. A trite, unconvincing ending, in the form of a credo, finally succumbs to the kind of 

melodrama the rest of the movie successfully avoids and leaves an unsettling aftertaste. But the acting is bliss. Ms. 

Bening, whose strength and toughness shines through her usual work, is more appealing than ever as a woman 

searching for a noble way to move on from a tragic past to a hopeful future, and Mr. Harris makes a touching 

transition from his signature action flicks to the role of a man who is needy, patient, thoughtful and emotionally 

generous yet easily hurt. Attractive and nuanced, they give The Face of Love all they’ve got and then some.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
The Face of Love' built around unusual encounter 
Hugh Hart 

Published 5:07 pm, Thursday, March 13, 2014 

 

 

"The Face of Love" kicks off with what might seem like an improbable incident, whenAnnette Bening's 

mourning widow happens to spot a man (Ed Harris) who looks exactly like her dead husband. But in 

fact, the first few minutes of the movie unfold as a beat-by-beat imitation of a real-life doppelganger 

encounter, according to director and co-writer Arie Posin. 

 

"Some years after my dad died," he says, "my mother visited the Los Angeles County Museum of Art and 

saw a man walking toward her who was a carbon copy of my father. My mother told me, 'I knew it 

wasn't your father, but that moment felt so nice, just like it used to be.' " 

 

In "The Face of Love," "Nikki" (Bening) stalks the look-alike, starts dating the unsuspecting "Tom" 

and dresses him in the same kind of clothes her husband wore. Posin, who references Alfred 

Hitchcock's similarly themed "Vertigo" by placing a poster of the movie in one of the scenes, notes that 

the suspense in "The Face of Love" requires nuanced performances from his two seasoned leads. 

"The question was always about how much of Annette's madness we should reveal," he says. "That's a 

double-edged sword because we want to show her spiraling down into this confusion, but if we show it 

too much we risk making Ed's character look foolish." 

http://www.sfgate.com/?controllerName=search&action=search&channel=movies%2Findustrybuzz&search=1&inlineLink=1&query=%22Annette+Bening%22
http://www.sfgate.com/?controllerName=search&action=search&channel=movies%2Findustrybuzz&search=1&inlineLink=1&query=%22Ed+Harris%22
http://www.sfgate.com/?controllerName=search&action=search&channel=movies%2Findustrybuzz&search=1&inlineLink=1&query=%22Arie+Posin%22
http://www.sfgate.com/?controllerName=search&action=search&channel=movies%2Findustrybuzz&search=1&inlineLink=1&query=%22Los+Angeles+County+Museum+of+Art%22
http://www.sfgate.com/?controllerName=search&action=search&channel=movies%2Findustrybuzz&search=1&inlineLink=1&query=%22Alfred+Hitchcock%22
http://www.sfgate.com/?controllerName=search&action=search&channel=movies%2Findustrybuzz&search=1&inlineLink=1&query=%22Alfred+Hitchcock%22


Bening's husband, Warren Beatty, came to the set for a couple of days of shooting and weighed in with 

a few observations after seeing an early cut. Posin recalls, "I left Warren and Annette's house at 3:30 

in the morning after this marathon screening session, punctuated with Warren's stories about Stanley 

Kubrick, Elia Kazan and Hal Ashby. Warren gave me two of the smartest notes I got during the entire 

process of the movie." 

Posin encouraged his stars to offer subtly varied interpretations for the film's big emotional scenes. 

"The only way the audience would suspend its disbelief is if everything else feels entirely authentic," 

he says. 

"Annette and Ed were able to give the same scene so many different shadings. When I got to the 

editing room, I'd have eight or nine stunning takes, each shaded ever so slightly this way or that. 

Sometimes, I'd say, 'This is the take I should choose, but I wish I could show the audience all seven 

because they're so good.' " 

Last year Christian Kuosmanen, Vedran Rupic and Gustav Sundström screened their "Sexy Data" 

comedy at the Disposable Film Festival. The Swedish trio returns Saturday to lead a creativity 

workshop for viral-minded video and film producers at theBay Area Video Coalition. 

Festival Executive Director Carlton Evans says, "Their creative efforts are remarkable in that they 

manage to identify, absorb and digest 'spent' American cultural artifacts - hairstyles, fashion, 

technology - and reshape them into humorous videos that also bear a tinge of satire." 

Europe's thriving short film cottage industry became evident this month when entries from France, 

Spain, Denmark, England and Finland shut out the United States in the Oscars' live action category. 

Denmark's Anders Walter earned the top prize with "Helium," a beguiling 20-minute story about a 

sick boy and the hospital janitor who inspires his imagination with a dog-shaped balloon toy. 

 

A self-taught artist, Anders did the special effects matte background himself and enlisted a crew to 

work on the piece as a labor of love. "There was no money," he says. "My two producers, Kim and Tivi 

Magnusson, put in money to pay for food and some equipment, but everybody worked for free." 

 

Anders, who created posters and graphic novels before getting into film, is looking at a couple of 

American children's books to adapt as features but has no interest in developing "Helium" into a full-

length movie. 

"This was always written as a short," he says. "I don't think the premise of a boy dying would work for 

two hours. My gut feeling tells me that 'Helium' only works in the short format." {sbox} 
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First Person: How I Made 'The Face of Love' Look 
a Lot More Expensive Than It Cost to Make 

One the surface "The Face of Love," starring Annette 

Bening and Ed Harris, looks like a studio-made romance. 

But as writer-director Arie Posin recounts below in a first 

person essay, the film is anything but. Using some 

ingenious methods, and thanks to a great team, Posin was 

able to make his indie about a widow (Bening) who's world 

is turned upside down when she meets her late husband's 

double, look a lot more expensive than it actually cost to 

make. The film is currently out in select theaters and is 

available to watch On Demand. 

Movies are illusions. Filmmakers want you to believe what 

you are seeing up there on the big screen has actually happened or is happening or at least could happen at some point 

in time. In expensive tentpole-type movies, this illusion is often created by throwing money at the problem. Expensive and 

intensely gifted artists are often hired to create those illusions out of zeros and ones; and then of course, those big movies 

can afford the most important commodity on a film shoot of all: time. If it's raining, well, we'll just come back tomorrow. If 

we didn't get the shot, we'll keep trying until we do.  

  

On indie movies, where there's usually little to no money (or time!), but oh so many challenges, solutions must be found 

by throwing inventiveness into the moment. It may come from the director, the actors, the crew, and the caterer. But in the 

context of no money, the only thing we know is that our solutions have to come fast and free and often.  This was most 

certainly the case on "The Face of Love."  

There are countless examples large and small. For instance, when you see the movie, you'll see Nikki, played by Annette 

Bening, living in a house designed by her late husband Garrett, who was an architect. Nikki herself is a stager of homes. 

Their house needed to be filled with furniture reflecting the interests and taste of such design-oriented people. But how? 

We certainly couldn't afford to furnish it as needed. Enter our brilliant production designer, Jeanine Oppewall. Jeanine got 

her start as a designer working in the Ray and Charles Eames design firm many moons ago. The Eames were 

responsible for the look of much of what we associate with mid-20th century furniture and design. 

Jeanine's home is well appointed with many furniture pieces collected over a lifetime of opportunity and discriminating 

taste. So given our financial constraints, Jeannine contributed most of her own furniture to the location of Nikki's house. 

(Friends of hers who came to dinner at her house during production thought she'd been robbed. There was nothing in her 



living room but a card table and some fold out chairs. "No I wasn't robbed," she'd tell them, "it's just this damn indie movie 

I'm working on!")  

Our costume designer was Judianna Makovsky. You'll know her phenomenal work from "Hunger Games" and "Harry 

Potter." Her work on this movie was no less creative, but on a very different scale. If anything, it required just as much 

thought and artistry, but of a different variety. Without the money to dress everyone, Judianna went shopping in Annette's 

closet. She carefully curated clothes from Annette's own closet into a look that would fit for her character. It was a similar 

story Ed Harris' costume. Ed came in one day in a very comfortable looking shirt that seemed to all of us instantly like the 

look of his character, the world weary artist professor Tom Young. So Ed ended up wearing that shirt in the movie, along 

with his own hat, and many other items. 

And it's not just design and costumes; these choices are everywhere. Another example: when you see the movie you'll 

see a scene where Nikki and Tom call a cab to take them to the airport. Want to guess how we pulled that off? We called 

a cab. Just picked up the phone and called for a cab. When it arrived, we asked the driver to sign a waiver and then Ed 

and Annette climbed into the cab and it drove off with them. Similarly, we needed a charity truck to take away Nikki's 

husband's belongings after his death (not a spoiler: this happens in the opening minutes.... the rest of the movie tells the 

story of Nikki, years later, falling in love with a man who looks like a perfect double of her late husband). Of course we 

couldn't afford to hire a truck. The solution: we called a real donations truck out to pick up our contributions. As a bonus, 

cast and crew brought things they wanted to give away and the truck took away not just the props required for the story, 

but all the real donations from all of us. 

  

This was a tricky one: there was a scene in the script that called for Nikki to drop off her daughter Summer (played by 

Jess Weixler) at LAX. Well, that scene, I was told, would have to go. No way for us to afford shutting down LAX to get a 

single shot. I proposed this: couldn't we just set a camera in the trunk of a car, have Annette actually drive Jess to the 

airport, pull over to the curb, take a bag from the trunk, hug and say their goodbyes and then drive off? In other words, do 

what everybody else is doing at the airport. We checked with airport security; they told us that if we had nothing mounted 

on the sidewalk (no equipment, lights etc) and indeed just pulled over to the curb, dropped off Jess and moved on in less 

than ninety seconds, well then, yes we could do it. That's what we did. (Of course it helps that LAX is a loop so we could 

do several takes.)  

I believe filmmaking excels when cast and crew exist in a space of uncertainty. This is where opportunity lies. In facing 

challenges, up against the clock and under the pressure of finances, we make choices that, if they are true and authentic 

to the characters whose story we're telling, will make the movie better. And that's true whether the budget is tentpole or 

indie. 

 

 

 

 

 



The Touching Real-Life Encounter 

That Inspired 'The Face of Love’ 
By Matt McDaniel 
January 13, 2014 6:47 PM 
Yahoo Movies 

 

What would you do if you saw the person you loved most in the world five year after they died? Not a 

ghost, but a living person who looks and even acts just like the spouse you lost. It's an intriguing concept 

for a film, and writer/director Arie Posin said the idea for his new romantic drama "The Face of Love" 

came directly from real life. 

Posin said he was inspired by a story his mother told him of walking past a man on the street who looked 

remarkably similar to the director's late father, who had passed away five years earlier. She said she was 

carrying her eyeglasses, but stopped herself from putting them on to see the man more clearly. Posin 

recalled, "I asked why not, and she said, 'I knew it wasn’t him. I knew it wasn't your father, but I was 

shocked… It just felt so nice. It felt like it used to.'" 

Posin, who previously made the Sundance film "The Chubscrubber," teamed with screenwriter Matthew 

McDuffie ("A Cool, Dry Place") to turn this chance encounter into a film script. In "Face of Love," Annette 

Bening plays Nikki, a woman still grieving after the sudden death of her husband Garrett (played by 

Oscar-winner Ed Harris). Then Nikki meets an artist named Tom (also Harris), who looks and sounds 

http://movies.yahoo.com/movie/face-of-love-2014/


exactly like her late spouse. Nikki starts a relationship with Tom which she tries to keep secret from her 

grown daughter (Jess Weixler). 

It's the first time Bening and Harris have worked together on screen. Harris said he originally met Bening a 

few years back when they were both in different plays that were running in the same theater complex. 

Harris said, "I've always admired her a lot, and the story was kind of a romantic kind of thing, which I don’t 

get a chance to do too much." 

Posin said the two veteran actors were a natural and compelling pair: "They make each other better and 

you can see the respect and the compatibility on screen. I mean, their chemistry just explodes out of the 

screen." 

"The Face of Love" opens in limited release on Mar. 7. 
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‘Face of Love’ channels Hitchock, appealingly 

Written by John Thomason on 20 March 2014. 

 

Since the 1970s, as American screenplays have striven for an ever more realistic dialogue patter, one thing is often lost among the 

ums, the likes, the stammers, the deliberately botched words and the half-finished thoughts: elegance. 

Nobody actually talked like Cary Grant and Rosalind Russell, but we still watch His Girl Friday for the exasperating perfection of its 

screenplay. Articulation was paramount; Howard Hawks’ characters always knew what to say and when to say it. Quentin Tarantino is 

one of the few directors left with a similar élan with words, which is why his artificial rhythms still tend to win Best Screenplay awards 

over his hyper-realistic brethren. 

Arie Posin’s The Face of Love, likewise, is one of the best reflections of the way Hollywood screenwriters used to write, and the way 

their creations used to speak — which is just one piece of this pleasing postmodern homage to an antiquated formula. Every word is 

precisely chosen for maximum emotional and cerebral impact, many of the characters’ utterances laced with double entendres, the way 

the best screenplays flitted with literature devices back in the ’40s and ’50s. 

The story — which remains somewhat secondary to the self-conscious atmosphere, at least for me — concerns a widow, Nikki (Annette 

Bening), whose husband Garrett (Ed Harris) died five years earlier during a Mexican vacation. He drowned in the ocean and washed up 

ashore, one of the ways characters dramatically died in old movies. 

Nikki has never gotten over the loss, frequently reminiscing about — or conjuring? — Garrett in her everyday life. But then she sees 

Garrett, in the flesh, strolling around the Los Angeles County Museum of Art! Or at least she sees his perfect doppelganger (played by 
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Harris, of course), whose name is, in fact, Tom Young, a professor at Occidental College who, with his Indiana Jones getup, seems to 

have materialized out of a world of myth. 

Nikki pursues her husband’s double, and this is where the screenplay, by Posin and Matthew McDuffie, so slyly illustrates her unspoken 

desires to recreate her marriage within this stranger — tall, dark and familiarly handsome. Double meanings abound: “I don’t like to look 

back,” Nikki tells her daughter, Summer (Jess Weixler), over an unrelated matter. “In pursuit of the past?” asks the box-office employee 

at the art museum, literally asking Nikki if she wants a ticket to the “In Pursuit of the Past” exhibition. Nikki stages model homes for a 

living, and at one point, she makes a reference to herself as Norma Desmond, Gloria Swanson’s Sunset Boulevard character who 

embalmed herself in the echoes of her past; this happens shortly before a mover carries a poster for Andrei Tarkovsky’s Nostalghia into 

the model home. 

A poster for Hitchcock’s Vertigo, whose theme of grief and doppelgangers is the most direct cinematic touchstone for The Face of Love, 

can be seen in the background. In a phone call, Summer discusses her breakup with a boyfriend, telling her mother that “every place I 

look reminds me of him,” while the camera remains on Tom, whose every movement feels like Garrett reincarnated. 

You get the picture: The Face of Love is heavily reliant on symbolism and wordplay, and I found it hypnotically appealing. Posin’s 

direction and his cast’s acting are just as appreciably arch and evocative of an older time; Bening in particular seems to be channeling 

Jane Wyman in moves like All That Heaven Allows, along with the increasing mental schisms of a classic Joan Crawford crackpot. 

Harris, for his part, carries himself like an apparition, and Robin Williams, so reined-in as to almost be subversive in his casting, 

provides dutiful support as Nikki’s nosy but well-meaning neighbor. 

The Face of Love eventually becomes so swept up in its own modern romance that it loses its satirical ’50s-cinema sentiments; 

moreover, it just doesn’t know where, and how, to conclude itself. But there’s no denying the eerie, evocative style that drives the 

majority of it, all of which has a higher purpose than just self-conscious cleverness. The Face of Love is a mostly exemplary exploration 

of the idiosyncrasies of the mourning process and our impossible desire to turn back time and rewrite the past, when we should be 

living in the now. It’s a guidebook for grief, its pages a vintage yellow. 

THE FACE OF LOVE. Director: Arie Posin; Cast: Ed Harris, Annette Bening, Robin Williams, Jess Weixler. Amy Brenneman; 

Distributor: IFC Films; Opens: Friday at Living Room Theaters at FAU, Classic Gateway Theater in Fort Lauderdale, and is playing at 

Coral Gables Art Cinema through March 27 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


